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Requirements:
You’re fine to run Advanced SystemCare 14 on the following operating
systems: Windows 10 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 8 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 7 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows Vista (all editions, including 64bit)
Windows XP (Home, Professional, Media Center, Tablet Edition, 64bit) Note 1: Minimum Memory: 300 MB of free disk space.
Note 2: Screen Resolution: 1024*768 screen resolution and above.
Note 3: No hard drive requirements.
Download URL:
https://cdn.iobit.com/dl/advanced-systemcare-setup.exe
Product Page URL:
https://www.iobit.com/en/advancedsystemcarefree.php
Description:
Advanced SystemCare is an all-in-one yet easy-to-use software to clean, optimize, speed up,
and protect your PC and privacy. The powerful 1-click approach helps you easily clean up junk
files, leftovers, and invalid shortcuts, sweep privacy traces, remove spyware, accelerate
Internet speed, update outdated programs and drivers, fix disk errors, system weaknesses, and
security holes, and enable antivirus & firewall protections.
With a brand-new UI, the new version Advanced SystemCare 14 is easier to use, delivering a
more intuitive interaction experience than ever. Besides, Advanced SystemCare 14 adds many
new features to further optimize and secure your PC. First, the new AI Mode can intelligently
clean and optimize your PC based on how you cared your PC. Second, the new Startup
Optimizer greatly enlarges the startup database to ensure an overall management of all startup
items for faster PC bootup. Last, the new System Protection, Browser Protection, and Private
Data Protection provide you with the one-stop comprehensive protection against viruses,
spyware, phishing scams, cryptocurrency mining attacks, suspicious emails, homepage &
search engine modifications, annoying ads, unauthorized accesses to your sensitive data, digital
fingerprint being stolen, and other online risks.
Besides these new features, Advanced SystemCare also improves almost all modules. The
greatly enhanced Junk File Clean and Privacy Sweep can clean up junk files and privacy traces
more deeply and thoroughly. The improved Performance Monitor helps you monitor your PC’s
RAM/CPU/Disk usage, CPU/GPU/Mainboard temperature, and fan speed in real time, and lets
you quickly end the processes with high RAM/CPU/Disk usage to speed up your PC. The
optimized Turbo Boost can intelligently stop the unnecessary startup items, apps, and services
to further accelerate your PC. And the significantly enhanced Software Updater helps you
update your programs to their latest versions at the earliest time. Last but not least, Advanced
SystemCare also rebuilds and improves over 10 useful tools, such as Win Fix, Smart RAM,
Internet Booster, Large File Finder, Disk Cleaner, Registry Cleaner, File Shredder, Undelete,
FaceID, and DNS Protector to further clean and optimize your PC.

In summary, Advanced SystemCare helps you unlock the full potential of your PC and delivers
you an unprecedented experience of a faster and safer PC.
What's New:
+ New AI Mode provides an optimal solution to clean and speed up PC based on the
status of your PC
+ New UI brings a more intuitive interaction experience
+ New Software Health updates 33% more outdated programs with just 1-click
+ New Startup Optimizer enlarges the database by 42% and adds detection for
shortcuts and links, for overall management of startup items and faster PC bootup
+ Newly supports detecting antivirus and firewall status, and enabling them directly
for a secure PC
+ New Disk Check detects and repairs disk errors with only 1-click
+ Enhanced Junk File Clean and Privacy Sweep for thorough cleanup to regain more
disk space and ensure higher privacy security
+ Strengthened Registry Clean to clean up 10% more invalid entries for faster system
response
+ Optimized the Surfing Protection extension and expanded its database by 8% for
more secure and smoother browsing
+ 4% larger database of Anti-Spyware for a more secure system
+ Added support for Microsoft Edge (Chromium) in Browser Protection, Spyware
Removal, Privacy Sweep, Internet Boost, and Security Reinforce
+ Optimized Advanced SystemCare's launching and scanning algorithms for faster
launch and response
+ Enhanced Disk Cleaner to release more disk space
+ Cloned File Scanner adds the feature of file preview
+ Supports 37 localized languages
+ And more can be discovered by you

